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Tigers Take 14 Out Of Possible 15
First Places—Entire Team Stars
—Roy Breaks State Record—Hall
Is High Point Man—Furman
Comes Second; Carolina Is Third
The swiftly gliding Tiger of Clemson on Saturday proved himself the
fastest of the many beasts who inhabit the jungles of the Palmetto
State. Pitting his prowess at running against the speed of the other
animals of the state, and also pitting
his strength in the field events, the
mighty beast, fresh from his lair at
Clemson, won the state track meet
in a walk-away. In fourteen of the
fifteen events the Jungaleer took
first place, and in addition he captured many of the minor places.
The other animals waged a mighty
fight to see who would be runner-up
to the winners, who made 89 points,
more than the rest of the field put
together. The Furman Hornet won
the second position with 22 points
the Carolina Gamecock placing third
with 20, the Citadel Bulldog fourth
with 15i, the Presbyterian College
Bluestocking fifth with 4, and the
Wofford Terrier last with 1J.
Wallace Roy, the Tiger star who
has only begun to shine this season
but whose place in the firmament of
track men is already firmly fixed,
running in his home town, set a
(Continued on page eight)

ANNUAL DANCE IS
SPLENDID SUCCESS
Annual Hop Surpasses Fondest Expectations —Good
Music
And
Pretty
Girls
Galore—Cooperation of Faculty Makes Dance Success
The annual Junior-Senior Dance
was given Friday night in the "big
gym" just after the Junior-iSenior
Banquet, by the Junior and the
Senior
Dancing
Clubs.
About
seventy-five beautiful girls were
visitors here for the dance, and the
orchestra from the University of
Georgia, calling themselves "The
Bulldogs," certainly lived up to
their name, because the Jazz music
that they put out was certainly fullblooded Jazz with a pedigree worth
a million dollars.
No better selection of beautiful
girls could have been picked from
this part of the country than the
fair maidens who presented themselves in their pretty frocks on the
floor of the dance hall. Every boy
had "The Sweetest Girl in the
World" up for the dance, and each
appeared to well deserve the title.
The "big gym" was decorated
the best that it has been this year,
and many favorable comments were
heard from all sides. The decorating committee was composed of
the following men: E. G. Dotterer,
(Continued on page four)

TIGER NETMEN DISPLAY FORM IN MEET
Fitzgerald And Sanftleben Uphold
Standards Of Tigertown—Tournament Uncovers Many Stars—Local
Squad Reaches Semi-Finals In
Double Play
The annual South Carolina Tennis
Tournament was held this year at
the University of South Carolina.
Teams from every male college in
the state, with the exception of the
College of Charleston, were present,
and a high standard of tennis was
displayed by each team.
The preliminaries were run off
Monday afternoon, Fitzgerald and
Sanftleben being the Tiger entrants.
Fitzgerald went up against Lesene
of Wofford, and Sanftleben met
Childs, also of Wofford.
After
■two hard
matches,
Childs
and
Lesene won out, but not until each
had realized that they had met two
hard and worthy opponents. Both
Childs and Lesene went through to
the finals, Childs winning after a
hard struggle, so when one realizes
that these two men are the two b:st
college players in the state, defeat
at their hands does not seem no bad.
The singles preliminaries Monday
afternoon resulted in the following
eliminations: Wilson of Carolina defeated Kirkley of P. C, 6-3, 6-3
Hunter of Erskine defeated Glenn of
Citadel, 10-8,6-0. Childs of Wofforl
defeated Sanftleben of Clemson,
6-3, 6-1, Lesene of Wofford defeated
Fitzgerald of Clemson, 6-3, 6-1,
Grier of Erskine defeated Singleton
of Carolina, 6-0, 6-2, Clotfelder of
P. C. defeated Allen of Citadei,
4-6, 8-6, 6-3, Hewell and Conner,
both of Furman, drew byes.
In the second round of the preliminaries Hewell of Furman defeated
Wilson of Carolina 7-5, 7-5, Cannor
of Furman defeated Grier of Erskine
11-9, 2-6, 6-2, Childs of Wofford
defeated Hunter of Erskine 6-4, 5-2
Lesene of Wofford defeated Clotfelder of P. C. 4-6, 6-0, 7-5.
In the semi-finals, Childs of Wofford defeated Hewell of Furman
9-7, 3-6, 6-3; and Lesene of Woffoid
defeated Connor of Furman 7-6,
6-0, 7-5.
Wednesday morning Mr. Childs
reached the height of his ambition
when he defeated Mr. Lesene, thereby winning the state championship.
Childs received a gold tennis ball,
and Lesene, the runner-up received
a silver ball.
In the doubles Wofford drew a
bye on the first round. Hewell anil
Connor of Furman defeated Wilson
and Fishburne of Carolina 7-5, 6-0.
Hunter and Grier of Erskine lost to
Fitzgerald and Sanftleben of Clemson 4-6, 8-6, 6-2. McLaurin and
(Continued on page four)

Tiger Squad Leads For Several
Innings—Mlnnick Driven From
Box; Drummond Fares Better—
Pretty Fielding Featured The
Game—Cox Leads Hitters With
Two Safeties
Getting off to a three-run lead
in the first inning by staging a
batting bee at the expense of Minnick, Clemson bid fair to defeat
Furman on Riggs Field Saturday.
But the Tigers were unable to score
after Drummond took the mound
for the visitors, and Furman made
timely hitting in the fifth, sixth,
and ninth innings count for enough
runs to win from the Tigers 7 to 3.
In the first frame Strickland led
off for Clemson with a single. Melton hit to the pitcher and was safe
at first when Strickland was thrown
out at second. Salley singled, and
then George Cox drove in both
Melton and Salley with a long threebagger to the left portion of center
field. George went out a moment
later trying to come home, but Bill
Murr hit a fly to left field. Three
Furman men went after the ball,
but they ran together and missed
it, the ball rolling under the bleachers, where it could not be secured
by the visiting fielders. Bill consequently circled all the way around
the circuit and scored on the play.
(Continued on Page Five).

CUBS WIN FAST
GAME FROM ERSKINE
Fast Brand of Ball Displayed By
Cubs As They Defeat Erskine—
Elms and Hartzog Pitch Well—
Jeter Hits Two out of Three Attempts.
Clemson's Freshman nine defeated the Erskine "Rats" last Thursday in the fastest and best played,
game seen on Riggs Field this year.
The score was 2 to 0, both of the
Tiger Cubs' runs being made in the
third inning.
Elms took the mound for Clemson
and pitched beautiful ball for four
and two-thirds innings, allowing
only one hit, and fanning six batters. Something went wrong with
his good right arm in the fifth, and
he moved to left field, Henry Hartzog taking up the burden of the
hurling. He allowed only two hi+s
in four and a third innings.
The runs came in the third when
"Runt" Herron and "Shine" Milling
got infield hits, and Gus Jeter hit
to left field which drove them in.
Gus incidentally was the heavy better of the day with two hits out of
three trips to the plate.
Erskine Fresh.
AB R

H PO

An occasion of wide social interest thru-out the state of South Carolina was the recent Junior-Senior
celebration held at Clemson College
on Friday evening, May 2.
For
many months this affair has been
looked forward to with the keenest
expectations, and now that it has
taken its place in the pages of social history, its enjoyment is still
fresh in the hearts and minds of
those who partook of the festivities
involved.
So bright was the incandescent expectancy of this time
of times, that even now, its after
glow is shining thru the social realm
of the Palmetto state.
In glancing back at this celebration, let us not be blinded by its
brightness to such an extent as to
obscure the real motive involved.
The members of the present Senior
class are soon to depart from our
midst, never to return in their
present capacities.
In order that
the up-coming senior might in some
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... 3 0 0 3 1 0
Davis, c
Pratt, 3b. ... .. 4 0 0 1 4 0
... 4 0 1 2 4 0
Cudd, 2b
Bonner, p. ... .. 3 0 1 0 4 0
Williams, If. ... ... 3 0 0 2 0 0
Atkinson, lb. . . 3 0 0 15 0 0
... 3 0 0 0 2 0
Eadens, ss
0
Tiger Nine Closes Home Season With Hankerson, cf. ... 3 0 0 1 "
0 0
0
1
.
2
0
Tinkler,
rf.
.
Victory Over Erskine—Pat Harmon Hurls well—Zeigler Hits
0 3 24 15 0
28
Totals
Heavy—Murr Drives out ThreeFresh.
Clemson
Bagger.
... 4 1 1 3 3 0
Herron, ss
On Monday afternoon the Tiger's Milling, cf. ... ... 4 1 2 3 0 0
lair was invaded by the fast Erskine Bethea, lb. . . 3 0 0 11 1 0
.. 3 0 2 0 0 0
nine—but of no avail. All of the Jeter, rf
efforts of the Erskinites were in Kinard, If. ... .. 2 0 0 0 0 0
vain, for the Tigers won very decis- Hartzog, p. ... ... 1 0 0 0 3 0
ively by a score of 4 to 1. This Hendee, 2b. ... ... 3 0 1 2 1 0
0 0 0 1 0
3
game closed the home season of the Sanders, 3b. ..
0 0 7 1 0
...
3
Johnson,
c.
...
varsity.
0 1 3 u
0
a
Elms,
p.
&
IfFrom the very first inning "Pat"
0 0 0 0
.
1
0
Harmon had them at his mercy. Rogers, If
He let them have only two hits durTotals
29 2 6 27 13 0
ing the entire game. The combination of Harmon's pitching and th.3 Score by innings:
0-00 000 000—0
fielding of the team held the lads Erskine
Clemson
0 02 000 OOx—2
of Due West to one run only.
Summary: Stolen bases, Bonner.
When it came to using the willow, the Tigers were the better. Runs batted in, by Jeter 2. Base
They got a total of nine hits. "Bob" hits off Elms 1, in 4 2-3 innings,
Zeigler got three hits out of four off Hartzog 2, in 4 1-3 innings.
times up. "Doc" Melton and "Bill" Bases on balls, off Elms 2, off BonMurr came next with " two hits each. ner 2. Struck out by Elms 6, by
Murr parked one up the right field Hartzog 1, by Bonner 1. Double
bank for three-sacks in the first. play, Pratt to Cudd to Atkinson.
The Tigers scored in the first Passed balls, Johnson 1, Davis 1.
inning, in the second, and again in Hit by pitched ball, Tinkler by Elm.-s.
Time of game, 1 hour 30 minutes.
the eight.
Umpire,
Rev. Gibson.
The fielding of Murr, at first,
W. W. B.
(Continued on Page Three.)

CLEMSON NINE WINS
LAST HOME GAME

JUNIOR-SENIOR
CELEBRATION
BIGGEST AND BEST SOCIAL
OCCASION OF MANY YEARS—
SENIORS ARE
SHOWN THE
RESPECT OF THE UNDERCLASSMEN —I N T E R E S TING
SPEECHES MADE—CREDIT IS
DUE TO THOSE WHO MADE
BANQUET A SUCCESS
BANQUET A SUCCESS.

BASEBALL SQUAD TO
MAKE STATE TRIP
Baseballers Leave On Last Trip—
Erskine, P. C, Newberry, Carolina
And Citadel To Be Played—Rats
Have Three Home Games
Having dropped the curtain on
their home season with a victory
over the Erskine Seceders, the Clemson baseball nine departs this week
on its longest road trip of the year,
and on Monday will play the last
game of the year in Anderson.
The squad leaves the Tiger lair
Wednesday morning, and on Wednesday afternoon will play Erskine
at Due West. The next day they
move on for a game with Presbyterian College to be played either in
Clinton
or
Laurens,
probably
Laurens. On Friday the stop is at
Newberry for a game with the Newberry Indians, and the fartherestpoint of the trip is reached ia.
Columbia when Carolina will be
played on Saturday. Turning back
towards Tigertown, the team will
finish the 1924 season in Anderson
on Monday with Citadel furnishing the opposition.
Despite the loss of many games
up to date, the season has not been
an entirely bad one, and the winning
of a majority of the five remaining
(Continued on Page Three.)
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OAK RIDGE HITS
. HARD AND OFTEN
Oak Ridge Sends Classy Team—
Visitors Hit Hard And Take Advantage Of Errors—Jeter, Bethea,
And Hcndee Hit Best For Bats
Oak Ridge Military Institute sent
an expert, experienced ball club to
Clemson last Tuesday to do battle
with the Clemson Freshmen, and
the visitors, by combining hard
hitting with numerous Tiger Cubs
misoues, won by the score of 10 to 2.
The visitors hammered out ten
hits, five of them extraJbase. The
total bases of the hit were eighteen,
accounted for by five singles, three
doubles, a triple, and a home-run.
Ross with two doubles, and Smith
with a triple and a single were the
heaviest hitters for Oak Ridge.
Jeter got a three-foase knock for
the home team, while Bethea got
two hits out of three at-bats and
"Tick" Hendee got two out of four.
Score by innings:
R. H. E.
Oak Ridge 120 013 2Q1—10 10 1
Clemson Fresh. 100 000 001 2 8 12
Batteries: Smith and Hay worth,
Brantley; Hartzog, Kirby, and Johnson.
—W. W. B.
C.A.C.
WHO RUNS BLUE RIDGE
"Say, Jimmie, where do they get
all these good looking girls to serve
these meals here at Blue Ridge?"
"Why, Ebe, they are from Agnes
Scott, Brenau, Shorter, Winthrop
and dozens of other schools all over
the south."
''You don't mean it!" exclaimed
Ebe.
"Yes I do, and what's more all
these boys you see around here as
bell hops, trunk smashers, barbers,
postmasters, clerks and everything
are college men. They come from
the southern schools; three of them
are from Emory," replied Jimmie.
"Well they must pay them some
price to get them to work like this,"
said Ebe.
"On the other hand they just pay
their expenses and they have to turn
away hundreds of applicants each
year. You see these boys and girls,
about 125 of them, are here with a
serious purpose. Every one of them
is taking
work in the summer
school.
They work hard for the
privilege of being here at Blue
Ridge. They do everything from
keeping the grass cut to serving the
meals in the dining hall. They run
the steam laundry, the garage, the
store, the hotel, the pressing club,
post office, and
everything else.
And they have the best time of any
folks here. If you don't believe it
talk to one of them."
C.A.C.
< OMMITTEES OF THE
CONFERENCE
Athletic Committee—Dr. Holtzendorff, L. J. Fox and committee of
students.
Hikes and Tours—C. E. Robinson
and committee.
Interviews—Jno. P. Williams, and
-committee of students.
Delegation Meetings—R. C. Kantz
_L. H. Tapscot.
Daily Bulletin—Jno. A. Addison
and committee.
Attendance—R. C.
Beaty
and
committee of students.
Music—R. M. Guess.

lii
COACH REED
The success of the Tiger
Track Team this season has
been largely due to the hard
work and splendid spirit of
"The Little Man." With this
year's experience Coach Reed
should be able to produce an
All-Southern combination next
spring.

CAPTAIN WOOD
Thruout the entire Track season "Clagett" has been a leader who inspired his men to
their very best. He has been
a varsity man for four years;
this last season found him in
his prime. Holder of the Clemson record on the half-mile and
member of an Ail-American Relay Team, "Clagett' may well be
proud of his Track career at
"Do you know what would run
Clemson.
me crazy?"
C.A.C.
"""
"What's that?"
J.
B.
Berry
is
Supervisor
of
"Moving the asylum to SpartanTransmission
Maintenance
in
the
burg."
State of Tennessee for the CumberF. R. McMeekin '23 is doing land Telephone and Telegraph Co.,
Nashville is his headqiuarters.
electrical work in Columbia.

Red-brown roadway, encompassed by the red and green
hills of the Carolinas, stretching away mile after mile thru
a country dotted with busy
manufacturies, winding thru
the smart little marts of trade
whose paved srteets and gleaming homes and emerald lawns
proclaim prosperity.
Mile after mile the long way
stretches, through Gastonia,
Kings Mountian, battleground
hallowed by the blood and heroism of our ancestors.
Thru
Cowpens, where the Redcoats
paid the price of defeat to the
gallant soldiers led by Pickens; past Spartanburg and
Greenville, and into the rich
red fields of Pickens County;
and one comes to a college nestling in the hills whose natural beauty of location is enhanced by the art and industry
of the men who have made it
the mecca of those who seek
after scientific and agricultural knowledge—Clemson College, South Carolina, the ancestral home of John C. Calhoun.
There one visits Calhoun's
home, and sees the haircloth
sofa given to the distinguished
South Carolinaian by George
Washington, on which are the
spreading eagles copied on the
American dollar of today; sits
in the chair given to Calhoun
by King Leopold, of Belgium,
whose bust is carved on each
arm; and sees the banquet table
that groaned beneath the sumptuous repasts that Calhoun servd to his neighbors and his
guests.
Clemson College in the spring
is a beautiful place, busy with
the teeming life and activities
of a thousand stalwart youngsters. High on the several hills
that sit like watchmen round
about, the splendid buildings
of the college contain experiment station and lecture halls
where young men are learninf
the oldest trade on earth, to reproduce the necessities of life.
Out yonder, where the green
of orchard and field crops
gleam, are busy toilers whose
daily duty is the propagation of
seed and cure for the ills that
beset the food crops of a Nation.
Back behind the college is the
great herd of fine cattle, where
dairying is taught as a fine art.
Science, radio, engineering and
the splendid science of military
tactics, taught by officers of the
United States Army, compose
part of a curriculum that is
fostered and furnished by the
State of South Carolina and the
Nation.
Clemson College at all times
is a beautiful, cleanly, orderly,
well kept place. But Clemson
College in the Spring, when the
thoughts of the splendid youngsters in training there turn
lightly to love; when pretty
dresses gaily flutter about the
campus and the shady walks
and driveways'—then, indeed is
Clemson Clolege a joy and delight to the visitor who has
driven the long miles through
the Piedmont to rest for a day
or two in the cool sprightliness
of its hills, and enjoy the warm,
real Southern hospitality of
one's hosts.—Charlotte Observer.
C.A.C.
THE BOARD OF VISITORS
HERE THIS WEEK
Each year the Trustees appoint
one citizen from each congressional
district o<f the state to visit the college on the first Wednesday in May,
for the purpose of making a rigid
and impartial inquiry into its condition and workings. The seven citi-

zens are known as "The Board of
Visitors," and while here are carried on an inspection trip to all
parts of the institution. This Board
makes a report of its findings to
the Board of Trustees at the regular
June meeting.
It is the policy of the Trustees to
select representative citizens each
year from the various districts,
and from the list of names below
it appears that a very able Board
has been selected for 19 24.
The visit of this Board is of
great importance to the college and
it is the idea of the Trustees and
the college authorities that they
shall see the institution at work
as it is.
The list of the 1924 Board of
Visitors is as follows:
1st District—Dr. A. R. Johnston,
St. George
2nd District—E. A. Brown, Barnwell.
3rd District—J.
Wade
Drake,
Anderson.
4th District—John Gordon Hughes
Union
5th District—R. S. Stewart, Lancaster.
6th District—S. S. Tison, Bennettsville.
7th District—Dr. T. H. Dreher,
St. Matthews.
The program makes it a busy
twenty-four hours for the gentlemen who visit the college, but this
is necessary in order that they may
see at least a small part of what is
going on about the campus.
Program of Inspection
First Day. May 7 1924
1:20
P.
M.—Dinner—Trustee
House.
2:15 P. M.—Inspection of Engineering Department.
3:15 P. M.—Visit to Swine Barn.
3:30 P. M.—Visit to Dairy Barn.
4:00 P. M.—Ride over College
Farm.
4:00 P. M.—Inspection of Filter
and Pumping Plant.
4:45 P. M.—'Ride over Experiment Station Grounds and by Veterinary Hospital.
5:10 P. M.—Visit to Athletic
Field.
5:25 P. M.—Visit to Y. M. C. A.
Building.
5:45 P. M.—Visit to Central Power Station.
6:00 P. M.—Cadet Retreat.
6:00 P. M.—Illustrated Lecture
Explaining Financial and Accounting Systems—President's Office
8:00 P. M. Supper
Second Day. May 8, 1924.
7:30 A. M.—Breakfast at Trustee
House.
8:30 A. M.—Chapel Services.
9:00 A. M.—Visit to Commandant's Office.
9:45 A. M.—Inspection of Agricultural Department, Dairy, etc.
11:00 A. M.—Visit to Extension
Director's Office.
12:00 A. M.—Drill and Review
of Cadet Corps.
12:45 P. M.—Inspection of Barracks
and Kitchen.
1:10 P. M.—Dinner with Cadet
Corps in Messhall.
1:45 P. M.—Rest
at
Trustee
House.
2:00 P. M.—Inspection of Cadet
Hospital.
2:15 P. M. Inspection of Textile
Department.
3:15 P. M.—Inspection of Chemistry Department, Fertilizer Analysis
etc.
On Thursday these
gentlemen
will be the guests of the cadets in
the messhall at dinner. They will
be accompanied toy representatives
from the Senior Class while in the
barracks.
C.A.C. ■
E. B. Plenge, '07, is an Alternating Current Generator Designing
Engineer for the General Electric
Company at its main plant at
Shenectady, N. Y.
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A Complete Line
of
LOOM

Leaf Note Books

Lef ax Note Books
Note Book Fillers
Clemson Jewelry
Pennants
Pillow Covers
Stationery
Fountain Pens
Cameras
Photographic Supplies
Norrig Candies
Eversharp Pencils
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L. Cleveland Martin
The Rexall Druggist
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Neatly combed, well-kept hair it a
business and social asset.
STACOMB makes the hair stay combed
in any style you like even after it has
just been washed.
STACOMB—tkt tipnal—has been
used far yean by stars af stage and
screen—leaders af style. Write today
far free trial tube.

Tubes—35c

Jars—75c

Imiit on STACOMB—in the black,
yellow and (old package.
For sale at your drnggist or wherever
toilet goods arc soid.
Standard Laboratories, Inc.
113 'West l«th Jrrroot, New York City
Sood oosapoas for Fre. Trial Tube.
STAHnARD
lUWastl

. Dapt. l
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He is also a hurdler on

LITTLE HORNETS DEFEAT TIGER SQUAD

squad.
NEWT CABINET IS theAstrack
Chairman of the Membership
Committee the Cabinet selected
ELECTED FOR 1924 Longley.
"Juke" has shown that he
Capable Men Are Chosen For Various Positions—Y. M. C. A. Activities To Be Further Developed
Next Year—Every Man Pledges
Hard Work.

Choosing men to fill certain positions is a rather
difficult task
sometimes when there are so many
good men from which to pick. But
as there is a limited number of
men that can be elected, some good
men have to be left out.
This year we decided to follow
over last year's plan and have only
chairmen of the various committees
on the cabinet. We hope that the
men who have been selected as
chairmen will do their best to make
the committees function as they
should. As the Y. M. C. A. is a
Christian Association the men who
hold positions on it should be Christians, and be willing to do everything in their power to make Christ
more real to his fellowmen. 3'store
anyone can exert any influence for
Christ on his fellowmen he has to
first live a Christian life himself.
The officers elected by the student body several weeks ago ■"'.re
as follows: President, B. W. Freeland, Vice President, T. J. Hart, and
Recording secretary, S. W. Henry.
Freeland, as President,
is
also
Chairman of the Conference Committee. Freeland has been a member of the Cabinet for the past two
years and has been a very active
member.
Never was there anything to do at the Y. but what
Freeland was willing to do his part.
He is a Christian and is not afraid
to stand up for what he thinks is
right.
To succeed Brissie as Chairman
of Bible Classes R. H. Smith has
been elected. Besides being on the
"Y" Cabinet, Smith sometimes called "Poet," is Editor-in-Chief of the
Chronicle for next year. He went
to Blue ridge last year and he says
that if anyone has any bad habit3
that he is trying to get rid of and
is finding it hard to do so, then
Blue Ridge is the place to lose them.
Smith has been leading a Morning
Watch group on his hall this vo;ir
and has been very successful in getting the boys to attend.
F. B. Leitzsey was elected Chairman of the New Students Committee. Although Fred loves to have
a little fun with the new boys sometimes, he is just the man for the
place. We hope he will give the
Freshmen a warm reception next
September and will help the-.a in
getting started off right. Fred is
a member of the football sauad
and an outstanding member of the
Glee Club. He is also on the Tiger
and the Chronicle staff for next
year. He is held very highly in ■>=
esteem of his fellow students, and
we hope that his influence for good
will be largely felt on the campus.
As Chairman of Missions, G. J3.
Hawkins was eletced. Ben Martin
tried to get rid of Hawkins by turning the car over with him last week,
but he didn't succeed; so Hawkin?
is right here to make us a goo'i
Chairman next year. Hawkins has
been leading the Bible Class in barracks this year, and has been a
regular attendant of Vesper Services
and Evening Watch.
L. B. Blakeney was elected Chairman of the Social Committee. We
hope that Blakeney will keep the
Cabinet well fed on good things to
eat next year. Blakeney has been
a very active member of the "Y"
and well deserves a place on the

is in thorough sympathy with the
work done by the "Y". He is very
greatly admired by every one who
knows him at all. He is ou the
Taps Staff and is Business Manager
of the Tiger for next year.
Wells was elected Chairman o;
the Morning Watch
Committee.
The number of men attending morning Watch has been very greatly
increased this year over last year
We hope that Sam will do as much
as is in his power to increase the
number as much next year as it
has been increased this year. He is
a Christian and a very active member of the "Y".
E. M. Salley as Chairman
of
Church Relationships is a very good
man for the place.
"Mac" is a
member of the Glee Club, and it
Ber-t LytelU/ic6 Claire Windsor iriA Son of the Sahara,'
matters not where he goes he never
fails to add a few more friends to
his list.
was due to their religious fr>-vor,
These are the men who are to ARABS STOP PICTURE
TO PRAY TO ALLAH most of the natives being devout
head the activities of the "Y" next
Mohammedans and likely to pray
year.
It is hoped that they will
at any moment. More than once
do everything in their power to
Director Edwin
Carewe
used in the midst of a scene, ac; >rding
make the Association mean more to
thousands of Arabs in his film ver- to Mr. Carewe, one or mor; of the
the students next year.
sion of "A Son of the Sahara," Arabs would feel the praying urge
—T. J. H.
which he produced in Algeria, and come upon them, get down on the
he found them easy to*" handle for knees and salaam. "A Son of the
CLEMSON NINE AVTNS
Lytell
and
the most part.
The
only real Sahara," with Bert
LAST HOME GA7 IE trouble he encountered with them Claire Windsor in the leading roles.
(Continued from Page One).
a feature of the game.
Erskine
AB

Whiteside, If. . . 2
Huffman, 3b. .. . 4
Scoggins, lb. .. 3
. 3
Wolf, rf
. 3
Inman, 2b
. 3
Baker, c
. 4
Hunter, ss
. 4
Woods, cf
2
Bass, p
28

Totals

R H PO
1
0 0
0 0
0
6
0 1
2
0
0
2
0 1
0 5
0
0
0 7
0 1
0
0 0
1
1

2 24

A E
0 1
1 0
2 0
0 0
3 1
0 0
0
0
1
1
0
3 0
9

3

AB

. 4
. 4
3

. 4
. 3
..

4

. 2
. 4
. 1
1

. 0

R H PO
0
0 9
2 0
1
1 1
0
1 1
0
0 4
1
2 8
1
1
0 1
2
3
0
0
0 1
0 0
0
0 0
0

A

E
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
3
0
1
2
2
0
2
0
0
0

30 4 9 27 10 2
AB R H PO A E
Score by innings:
Erskine
001 000 000—1
Clemson
120 000 Olx—4
Summary: Stolen bases, Salley,
Cox, Murr. Sacrifice hits, Carter
Baker.
Three-<base
hit, Murr.
Bases on balls, off Harmon 4, Bass
5.
Struck out by Harmon 8, by
Bass 5. Hit batsmen, by Harmon,
Whiteside (hit twice). Umpire Owings.
—J- c- F-

mmm
Claire Windsor
JiTASon oP the Sahara?

Totals

C.A.C.

Last Saturday, May
3rd,
the
young "Hornets" stung the Tiger
Cubs for seventeen genuine "st;i?s"
to the Cubs six "clawing scratches."
The defeat was a big set-back to the
Clemson Freshman because their
victory over the Newberry "Rats"
had put them in line for the state
championship.
Elms, who usually pitches an ex
cellent game could not keep the Furman batters under his control, hence
Hartzog took his place but with
very little effect. The Cubs kept
pace with the Furman "Rats" :n
the last four innings but "alas'" it
was too late.
Score by innings.
R H E
Clemson
000 001 023—6 7 5
Furman
407 011 22x—17 16 2
—E. W. C.
C.A.C.

DANCE TG RE
GIVEN IN ANDERSON
'Jungaleers" To Furnish Music For
The Dance—All Clemson Men Are
Invited To Attend—Plans Should
Be Made For Escorting Some FailLady

Clemson
Keel, c
Melton, 3b
Salley, rf
Harmon, p
Cox, ss
Murr, lb. ...
Felder, If
Zeigler, 2b
Carter, cf
Strickland, cf.
McGill, cf

Furinan Rats Destroy Tiger Cub's
Championship Hopes—Game Is
Marked By Heavy Hitting—Errors
Contribute To Rat's Downfall

ADOLPHE MENJOU IS
CORNELL GRADUATE

The majority of university trained
men appearing in motion picturer,
have entered the
silent
drama
through some strange turn of fate
in spite of the fact that they were
educated to be doctors, lawyers, engineers or something of tha • >rt.
Not so,
however, with Adolphe
Menjou, the clever "heavy" who
portrays "Paul Mayne" in Thomas
H. Ince's "The Marriage Cheat."
Menjou, while attending Cornell
University, became interested
in
dramatics above everything else and
on graduating spent one year on the
legitimate stage. In 1914 he entered motion picture work with
a
determination to achieve a big success.
Only now, after ten years'
conscientious effort, is that ambition
being realized.
C.A.C.
■
C. L. Tyler '21 is working in
Chicago for the Westinghouse Electric Company.

BASEBALL SQUAD TO
MAKE STATE TRIP
(Continued From Page One.)
games would do
much
toward
making the results of the whole
year better.
The strong "rat" nine plays a
three-game home series this week,
meeting the North Georgia Aggies
on Wednesday and Thursday, and
the Georgia Tech frosh on Friday.
On Saturday they move to Due West
where they will close the season
against Erskine.
—W. W. B.
C.A.C.
Soph—"What did the last dance
C. P. Roberts '11 is a member of
cost you?"
Junior—"Nine dollars for the the firm Johnson—Roberts, civil
first pint and five for every one engineers, with headquarters at
Marion, S. C.
thereafter."

inXhe Marriage Cheat?
Corinne Griffith and Conway
Tearle are co^featured in "Lilies
of the Field," and they duplicate
the "hit" they regestered in "Bla"k
Oxen," another First National success.
This talented pair of stars
are being hailed far and wide as
"the screen's ideal lovers," and
their work in "Black Oxen" inspired many thousands of fans to
write to the producers, pleading
that both be included in . i -e
productions.
Their appearance in
"Lilies of the Field" is a direct
answer to that plea from the public.
■

C.A.C.

They sat side by side in the
Battery Park, watching the moon
beams play upon the majestic water,
of New York harbor.
"I wonder," he said, looking at
the goddess and her uplifted arm,
"Why they have the light so small."
"Perhaps," she said, moving a
little closer," the smaller the light,
the greater the liberty."
—Jack-o-Lantern

All lovers of the Terpsichorean
Art are looking forward with keen
anticipation to the dance at the
Elks Club in Anderson on SaturdayMay, 10.
Dancing will be from
8:30 'til 12:00 and Clem-son's own
Orchestra, "The Jungaleers"
will
furnish music for the occasion.
Many of the Cadets are planning
to go over for this dance, and right
now, how does this suggestion
strike you, fellows? Don't "stag"
that dance. Call up "your girl"
in Anderson and make a date with
her for the dance.
They'll appreciate it, and those
boys who are in the habit of spending their week ends in Anderson
know that this is as little as we
can do for them. You know that
the Anderson girls and their mothers
have been tireless in their efforts
to have something doing practically
every Saturday evening, and this
is done principally for Clemson boys.
We can show in this way a small
part of the appreciation we feel for
the many courtesies extended to tu
while on those incomparable weekends in Anderson.
The dance is certain to be good.
When we consider the fact • that
Anderson's girls and Clemson's
music will be there, there is no
doubt at all in our minds of that
fact.
The girls of Anderson, as
you know, are nothing less than
perfect dancers. In fact there are
few towns in this State that can
boast of so many good dancers. As
for the music, we all know that
the "jazz" of "The Jungaleers"
is of the very highest order.
Let's all plan to go over and
have a good time. You just can't
afford to miss it, and don't forget
the time and date—Saturday, May
10, at 8:30.
E. C. D.
C.A.C.
Fresh—"From the way you handle your suitcase it must be filled
with eggs."
Soph.—"Egg—s—hell."
■—Yellow Jacket

FOUR

THE

I'LL, AVEAR A WHITE
FLOWER FOR YOU
Mother dear, I've been thinking
much of you today,
And of all you have done for me:
And how little for my part I have
Founded by the Class of '97
done in return for your wonPublished weekly by the Corps of
derful love so free.
Cadets of Clemson College.
As a token of my gratitude, For
OSictal Orean of the Clemion Athyour constant, tender care.
Utlc Association and the Clemson
This flower white upon my heart
Alumni Association.
for you I'll wear.

(Ike fyixpx

BubecrlptJoit Rates

Tis an emblem, dear Mother, and it
Nina Months (weakly)
$150
speaks of you,
Six Month* (wMkly) _
U»«
In a language of mystic lore;
Aysrate Olrenlatloa 1708.
Its clear whiteness a symbol of your
Iittrta as Second Claea Matter at
own purity,
the Poat Offl«o tit Clemgoa College,
And its grace of the form you
B—tk Carollaa.
wore;
E. L. SMITH _
Editor-in-Chief While its fragrance breathes loving
sacrifice,
J. M. LONGLEY
Bus. Manager
Faithful service, rich and rare,
E. C. DELOACHE
Associate Ed.
G. W. GIGNILLIAT
Associate Ed. And so this flow'r upon my heart
for you I'll wear.
W. W. BRYAN
Athletic Ed.
E. W. CARPENTER „ Asso. Ath. Ed.
J. C. FEEDER
Asso. Ath. Ed. When the toils of the earth life,
Mother dear, are o'er,
H. F. O'CAIN
_ Alumni Ed.
With its sad, bitter, parting tears
W. B. BAILES
Alumni Ed.
We shall meet over younder in that
D. C. AYERS
Locals
bright better world.
T. J. HART
Y. M. C. A. Ed.
Free from troubles and haunting
P. GRAVES
.".
Joke Ed.
fears;
E. W. Ellis
Asso. Joke Ed.
In that ever sunny Summerland,
F. B. LEITZSEY
Asso. Jone Ed.
amid Eden's bowers fair,
Circulation Department
Upon my heart a fadeless flow'r
H. B. Flowers
Circulation Mgr.
for you I'll wear.
S. M. McKEOWN
Asso. Cir. Mgr.
T. G. JACKSON
_. Asso. Cir. Mgr. I'll wear a white flower for yo^,
Staff Reporters
Mother dear,
J. B. CAUGHMAN, F. E. HOWELL.
The best friend that ever I knew.
H. F. KIZER, H. L. THOMAS.
Mother dear,

€Mhmais

So gentle, so loving, so tender, so
true;
I'll wear a white flower for you.
—E. L. ■?.

MOTHER'S DAY

■ C.A.C.

One day of each year is set asi.le
for the observance
of "Mother's
Day." This is a beautiful custom,
yet it is only a small part of the
debt we owe to those gracious
souls who gladly give their all in
a desire to rear
clean,
honest
men.
It has
often
been
said
that the hand that rocks tin cradle
is the hand that rules the /or' t.
No truer words could be spokan.
The ideas, the instincts that a mother plants in her son ara carried
with him in every turn of his iife,
even after he has gone out from his
mother's care. Every true mother
lives up to this task of starting her
son safely thru life by sacrificing her own pleasure, even to the
extent of giving her Ufa that her
son will be a better man. Then,
is it not fitting that we should pay
homage to our Mother, so that we
may repay her for her efforts? Is
it not fitting that we should do all
in our power to make her feel she
has not worked in vain?
Sunday, May 11, is Mother's Day.
Make plans to write your mother i
special letter on this day. Send her
a word of cheer, and let pleasure
come into her life by knowing that
she is appreciated and honored by
her son. If your mother has mads
the supreme sacrifice and has passed on to that Higher Home, thc-n
worship her memory by the wearing
of the white rose of purity.
All
that you may do toward making
dear the life or the memory of your
mother will be cornerstones in
your structure of character. It is
your duty, your privilege, and your
honor to pay respects to the greatest person on earth—your Mother.
Dr. Riggs had planned to have
the following poem printed and presented to each Clemson student on
Mother's Day. In accordance with
this wish, we are publishing the
poem in the Tiger. It is our earnest
hope that the observance of this day
may add some happiness to tar
living mothers, and at the same
time be a fitting remembrance to
those who have gone before.

PROCRASTINATION
The waste of valuable time and
the continual delaying of duties is
one of the worst faults that any
man, especially a college man, could
have. This bad habit is one that
we are all heir to and is one that
we should try to overcome.
With the number of notes tha*
we take in class that have to be
written up and handed in it is necessary, if we wish to do this in a
scholarly manner, that we keep up
with this part of our work. When
notes are given or experiments are
to be performed, do this as soon as
possible so that the material will
be fresh in your mind.
Do not delay your duties. If you
have work to be done, do it as soon
as possible and get it over with. It
must be done some time and there
is no time like the present to perform your duties. When you put
off your work you only increase the
amount that has to be done at the
last minute. No work can be done
thoroughly if it is done hurriedly.
Keep up with work each day as
it comes. When you go to bed at
night, go with the feeling that you
have completed all that was assigned
to you during the day. You can sleep
better and feel better, knowing that
you are up with the world. Your
work will seem to come easier If
you get it as it comes and don't
put it all off until the last minute.
Don't procrastinate if you wish
to keep up with your work in an
efficient manner, and wish to save
time.
By keeping up with your
work and performing the task each
day as they come up you will hav?
a sense of doing your duty well.
Cultivate the habit of not putting off
your work but doing each day's work
in that day.
—G. W. G.
C.A.C.
"What time it is Sam?"
"My timepiece says two o'clock."
"What?—Ah reads a quarter of
eight."
"Well, niggah, ain't that two."
—Froth
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"KEEPING OX"
How easy it is sometimes for us
to give up when things are not
running just as we would like. But
will we ever get anywhere by doing
that way?. It is the nature of the human race to take the line of least resistance.
If we did not have to overcome
some difficulties and have to stand
some hard knocks, then life would
not be worth the living. It is not
the man that has the easy road
to travel who enjoys life, but it is
the man who has to work for what
he gets who wears the smile most
of the time. A boy who has to
work his way through school and
account for every cent
that
he
spends values his diploma a great
deal more than the boy who goes
through having an easy time.
How easy it would be for a runner when he has run about three
fourths of his race, or a football
player after he has played hard for
about thirty minutes, or a baseball
pitcher after he has pitched hard
for about six innings to just give
up and quit. But would a game or
a race ever be won like that? Not
if everyone gave up when he fel
like it. It is the same way in the
game of life. We will never win
out if we give up when the prospects are against us.
In writing
experiments, or working out equations we are prone to give up when
things don't run out just as we
would like for them to. We also
do this in studying our theoretical
lessons. We can't concentrate, and
it seems as if we will never get to
the end of the lesson; so we just
throw the book on the table and
say, "I just can't learn that lesson."
Now that the end of school is
about here there will be a tendency
for us to let up in our studies and
say that we cannot concentrate, and
that there is no use to study these
last few weeks, but this is the
time to get down to work and make
the last few days count. We have
gone good so far. Let's keep it ur>
until the end.
T. J. H.
C.A.C.
MENTAL HONORS
Intelligence is, after all, not a
lost art as is shown by the following
article taken from a da^ly nav.spaper. It is pleasing to note that
victories other than athletic ones
may be a cause of joy and celebration.
The dignified Erskine professor
who got up at midnight, went to
the students' domitory and initiated,
led, and was the central figure in a
celebration over Erskine's victory at
the state oratorical contest, caused
a lot more comment among the students than the victory itself, it appears, and the incident may lead
some to suspect that there might
have been little or no celebration at
all if the professor hadn't started it
himself.
Yet a similar victory in athletic
circles would have been the cause
for quite a demonstration; and very
properly, of course, yet one wonders
why our students and their alumni
as well have gotten so into the habit
of literally tearing their shirts over
an athletic victory while a mental
conquests gets more or less silent
admiration.
Athletics are great; there's no intention to discount them in the least
They build substantial manhood,
create a splendid college spirit and
advertise the institution as well;
may they live long and always be
an important part in our college
life.
Yet at the same time one
can't help but remember that few
college graduates hire themselves
out to play football when they
finally get their sheepskins, and that
after
that
event
takes
place
their value to the world is mostly
measured from the neck up.

A little more enthusiasm among
our college students over mental
victories and achievements would
probably give a little better balance
to the tomb of our college activities,
for after all, these institutions are
really expected to turn out minds
trained for sound, consistent and
constructive thought, and a capable mind is quite as important, at
least, as an agile body.
—Greenville News.
C.A.C.
ANNUAL DANCE IS
SPLENDID SUCCESS
(Continued from Page One).
M. R. Leach, W. W. Spearman and
J. H. Sojourner.
This committee
wishes to take this opportunity to
thank all who aided them in their
work.
Especial gratitude is due
to Pres. S. B. Earle, without whose
help and co-operation the dance
could never have been the success
that it was. Pres. Earle, we extend
a hand of thanks and a heart full
of gratefulness and good cheer to
you.
Those attending the dance included: Miss Ruth Hunter with Cadet
F. S. Fayssoux, Miss Frances Walker with Cadet J. W. Mosely, Miss
Allie Whitton with Cadet C. C.
Sartor, Miss Elizabeth Smith with
Cadet F. V. Smith, Miss Sarah
Crayton with Cadet P. H. Hollingsworth, Miss Topsy Hagood with
Cadet T. H. Clarke, Miss Sally Wallace with Cadet D. F. Livingston,
Miss Dorthy Kirby with Cadet C. E.
Kirby, Miss Mildred Newman with
Cadet D. H. Hair, Miss Alice Allen
with Cadet W. V. Haas, Miss Georgia
Irvin with Cadet John Moore, Miss
Delmar Bailes with Cadet W. R.
Smith, Miss Lydia Dukes with Cadet
T. E. Woodward,
Miss
Rebecca
Adams with Cadet A. H. Easterby.
Miss Sarah Mae Haynes with Cadet
E. H. Talbert, Miss Nancy Trimmier
with Cadet J. P. Batson, Miss Elizabeth Daniel with Cadet D. M. Daniel,
Miss Ruby Carter with Cadet T. C.
Blount, Miss Sarah Tillman with Cadet S. E.
Harmon, Miss
Rena
Spigel with Cadet L. R. Jacobi,
Miss Louise Lamaberg with Cadet
G. J. S. Cappelmann, Miss Edna
Parkins with Cadet W. B. Williams,
Miss Mildred Hardin with Cadet
T. G. Roche, Miss Alberta McKeithan with Cadet D. A. Sanfleben,
Miss Jean Hughes with Cadet H. S.
Singley, Miss Frances Marshall with
Cadet D. C. Ayers, Miss Helen White
with Cadet H. H. Howard, Miss
Emily Dean with Cadet G. M. Speer,
Miss Sarah Legare with Cadet S. S.
Bee, Miss Myrtle Brown with Cadot
E. S. Herlong, Miss Mildred McLawin with Cadet A. L. Smith, Miss
Elinor Richards, with Cadet H. B.
Dominick, Miss Annie McKeithan
with C. D. Faires, Miss Nellie Sue
Pickens with Cadet D. A. Reid,
Miss Mabel Ervin with Cadet F. F.
Thorn, Miss Elizabeth Brown with
Cadet J. M. Cook, Miss Edna Friar
with Cadet E. M. Friar, Miss "Dot"
Harris with Cadet O. B. Prause,
Miss Rebecca Gaffney with Cadet
G. E. Phifer, Miss Delores Todd
with Cadet J. R. Haynesworth,
Miss Helen Harden, with Cadet C.
R. Haynesworth, Miss Katherine
Lemacks with Cadet G. E. Price,
Miss Vada Burton with Cadet J. L.
Ferguson, Mrs. Swannell with Cadet
P. W. Coleman, Miss Josephine
Anderson with Cadet I. M. Goree,
Miss Dot Norris with Cadet H. B
Flowers, Miss Frances Allen with
Cadet J. B. Talbert, Miss Ethyln
Kirby with Cadet R. O. Fortenberry,
Miss Jane Taylor with Cadet A. B.
Fitzgerald, Miss Lewis Finley with
Cadet W. F. "Burriss, Miss Amie
Sloan with Cadet J. W. Kibler.
Miss Effie Morris with Cadet J. A.
Morris, Miss Thelma Bagwell with
Cadet J.
M.
Youngfblood,
Miss
Margaret Arnold with Cadet R. L.
Griffin, Miss Alice Lawrence with
Cadet
R.
S.
Stribling,
Miss

Morris, Miss Thelma Bagwell with
Cadet Margaret Arnold with Cadet
R. L. Griffin, Miss Alice Lawrence
with Cadet R. S. Stribling Miss
Mary Jolly with Cadet W. S. Ray,
Miss Amye Bell Norris with Cadet
T. L. Vaughan, Miss Kent West with
Cadet W. P. Taber, Miss Evelyn
Daniel with Cadet W. A. Mason,
Miss Rebekah Jennings with Cadet
F. C. Jennings, Miss Elinor Radcliff with Cadet G. C. Wofford, Miss
Wilhelmina Salley with Cadet A.
Burriss, Miss Grace Adams with
Cadet
E. A.
McCormack,
Miss
Georgia Harris with Cadet J. E.
Wiggins, Miss Georgia Mae Greene
with Cadet J. K. Griffin.
—J. B. C.
C.A.C.
TIGER NETMEN DISPLAY FORM IN MEET
(Continued from Page One).
Fuller of P. C. defeated Glenn and
Hause of Citadel 10-8, 4-6, 6-2.
Tuesday in the semi-finals Hewell
and Conner of Furman defeated
Fitzgerald and Sanftleben of Clamson 6-1, 6-1. Lesene and Childs of
Wofford defeated McLaurin
and
Fuller of P. C. 6-0, 6-2.
After a hard struggle Wednesday
morning Furman succeeded in winning out over the Wofford doubles
team, winning three out of five
sets.
The meet this year was one of
the best ever held in this state, and
the brand of play put up by the
contestants was well worth the
praise which they received.
Our
heartiest congratulations go out to
the winners, Childs in the single?
and Hewell ■ and Conner in the
doubles.
—J. B. C.
C.A.C.
CLUB WORK HELPS
Benefits Boys, Parents, County Agents, and Community
"I think club work is a good
thing. It helps you a heap, I know
that. I had plenty of good times
all right at banquets and short
courses. I think I am going to be
a farmer and want to take an agricultural education. The only way
to win is to stick to it. I advise
all farm boys to join the club."
These were the words that the
visiting club leaders got from Bob
Stevenson, of Fairfield County, while
in that county recently organizing
club work for the year. And the
young man signed up for membership in 1924. He has been in club
work for three years and is not only
willing to try another year, but is
unwilling to stay out of club work.
Bob has won a state prize each year
he has been a club boy.
Counting the prizes won, he has
made a profit of around five hundred dollars in the three years.
How did he do it? At the beginning
he purchased a purebred PolandChina gilt and has raised five litters
of pigs. The sow has farrowed a
total of 51 pigs or an average of 10
to the litter.
But another reason explains why
young Stevenson has made this good
record, he developed his pigs on
alfalfa. The sow and her litters
have had the run of a nice alfalfa
patch each year.
Bob's father is a profound believer in club work, and so is Mrs.
Stevenson. The father says, "Club
work gives the boy interest in farm
work, causes him to figure the cost
and to learn of the details. It gives
him a line of thought that he would
never get if he were not a club boy.
It throws him in touch with new
ideas and with people. Club work
is helpful in contact with other
boys. The competition is a good
thing.
The fact that prizes are
offered stimulates interest and
makes them think as they would
not-otherwise do."
County Agent R. H. Lemmon is
proud of the good work which the
Stevenson folks have done, and they
are proud of the work that Mr.
Lemmon has done. Therefore, we
see that club work is a mutally
helpful thing,—it benefits the boys
and assists the county agent in
carrying out his plans for developing the agriculture and farm life
of the county.
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Members of Club Are Splendidly
Treated By Seneca Folk—Concert
Attended by Large Audience—
Dance Is Given By High School
Girls In Honor Of The Club
Tiie Glee Club had a very enjoyable trip to Seneca
Tuesday.
This trip was sponsored by the
Junior Class of Seneca High School
and everybody reports a very successful trip.
The people of Seneca came after
the men Tuesday afternoon and
carried them up through the country. They were entertained in the
homes and the members of the
Glee Club were enthusiastic of the
way in which they were treated.
A good crowd was in attendance
at the performance and all the numbers were greatly appreciated and
encored.
After the Glee Club performance
the girls of the High School gave
a dance in honor of the members
of the Glee Cluh. The Glee Club
orchestra p'layed for this dance. It
was greatly appreciated by all the
boys who attended and all say they
had a very pleasant evening. After
the dance the people of the town
brought the members of the Glee
Club back through the country.
—G. W. G.
C.A.C.
JUNIOR-SENIOR BANQUET
BEST IN HISTORY
(Continued from page one.)
means express to their departing
'brothers, their true
feeling
of
esteem and admiration, the JuniorSenior banquet and dance has been
made an annual occasion.
For several months, plans and
preparations have been under way
for making the 24-25 festivities
the best that have ever taken place
at this institution; and none of
these arrangements failed to accomplish their purpose.
The decorations were the most attractive that
ever served to hide the rough walls
of our dining hall, the menu was
a perfect and all articles were delightfully and artistically prepared,
and systematically served.
The decorative scheme was done
in crepe paper, the class colors of
the Junior and Senior classes were
maintained thru-out.
The entire
ceiling was hidden by the expertly
arranged decorations,
the
walls
were nicely set off by banners and
vari-colored dragons, the long tables,
which extended the entire length of
the banquet hall, were beautifully
ornamented with an assortment of
colors and figures, among which
miniature tigers and cupids added
greatly to the ornamental effect.
There are two individuals whose
untiring efforts were major assets
to the success of our banquet, those
two persons are Mrs. Middleton and
Capt. Holcombe—the greatest of
these is Holcombe.
To "Mother
Mid" we are indebted for the beautiful manner in which the hall was
decorated.
Without her aid and
advice we would have been at a
loss. Not only did Capt. Holcombe
give freely of his time, but he likewise went to unlimited trouble and
personal expense to provide us with
the best eats and service that could
he had. It is not generally known,
but this jolly "little" fellow worked
like a Trogian to help make that
banquet the successful occasion that
we so thoroly enjoyed.
We happen to know of several
trips he made to Greenville and
other near-by towns at his own personal expense for the purpose of
purchasing various articles fov that
occasion. Mr. Holcombe is daserving of our undivided appreciation
for his many services to us, and we
hereby wish to extend to him every
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contributing to this phase of the
entertainment were: Messrs. W. F.
Covin, E. H. Hall, President S. B.
E'arle, Colonel Madison Pearson,
Rev. Mr. McSween, and Dr. D. W.
Daniel and Dr. Calhoun in an amusing dialogue.
J. M. L.
C.A.C.
FURMAN ANNEXES
GAME FROM TIGERS
(Continued from Page One).
After the three hits of Strickland,
Salley, and Cox in that inning, Minnick was called from the box and
replaced by Drummond.
Clemson
was unable to get more than one
hit in any one inning off his
delivery, and consequently failed to
score any more.
The Hornets tied up the count in
the fifth.
Drummond opened the
inning with a triple to center, and
he crossed the plate later on a passed ball. Asbill was hit by a pitched
ball, Galloway singled, and both
crossed the plate to tie the count
when Herlong singled. In the next
inning Brasington hit over second,
and scored on Carter's two-bagger.
Carter himself came in when a
throw to cut him off at third was
missed. The final scoring was in
the ninth. McGee was safe on a
grounder errored by Zeigler.
He
scored when Herlong hit safely to
left, Herlong going to second on
the throw-in and scoring on Brodie's
hit to left.
Clemson, in a ninth-inning attempt to put across some runs, sent
Pat Harmon in as a pinch-hitter
after the first two men went out on
grounders to the infield. Pat did
his work nobly with a triple to the
right of center field, but he died on
third when the last man flied to
right field.
Despite a few miscues, there waa
some nifty fielding seen in the game.
Strickland put out all he had to get
a high foul fly behind the Furman
bench.
Carter made some nice
catches in center field, and George
Cox played a jam-up game at short,
fielding some hot chances in pretty
fashion.
For Furman the infield
played a classy brand of ball. Carter, the second-baseman stabbed a
drive from the bat of Zeigler which
looked like a certain hit, and together with Bivins and Galloway he
pulled the only double play of the
game.
Furman
AB R H PO A B
Carter, 2b
5 1 1 1 4 0
Asbills, If
2 1 0 0 0 1
McGee, r.-f
5 10 3 0 0
Galloway, lb. ...511900
Herlong, c
4 12 8 0 0
Brodie, cf
5 0 2 2 0 0
Brasington, 3b ...5121/0
Bivens, ss. ... ... 4 0 2 3 2 0
Minnick, p
0 0 0 0 2 0
Drummond, p. ... 4 1 1 0 2 0
Totals
39 7 11" 27 12 1
Clemson
AB R H PO A E
Strickland, c. ... 3 0 1 9 0 0
Melton, 3b
4 1 0 0 3 1
Salley, rf
4 1 1 ? 0 0
Cox, ss

Murr, lb
Zeigler, 2b
Buie, If
Carter, cf
Garrison, p
xHarmon
xxFelder

4

4

0

4 1 1 11 1
3 0 0 13
.30100
3 0 0 4 0
3 0 0 0 3
1 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 0

0

2

0

'■)
2
0
0
0
0
0

Totals
33 3 7 27 14 3
x Harmon hit for Zeigler in the
9th.
xx Felder hit for Buie in the 9 th.
Score by innings:
Furman
000 032 002—7
Clemson
300 000 000—3
Summary: Stolen bases, Buie,
Asbill. Two-base hits, Carter of

be back in the best of health ne?.t
out, by Garrison 6, Drummond 7.
spring so that in his last year ho
Double play, Carter to Bivens to
Galloway. Passed ball, Strickland. Track Men To Go To Montgomery can sprint to new laurels for him—Roy, Hall, Robinson, Smith, self and for Clemson.
Hit by pitcher, Asbill by Garrison 2
And One Other To Represent
Dispaatches
from
Montgomery
times. Time of game, 2 hours, 5
Clemson—Chandler Unable To Go state that virtually all of the. 22
minutes. Umpire, Nick Owings.
—Many Colleges Entered.
members of the Southern Conference
W. W. B.
will enter their track teams in the
C.A.C.
Clemson's track team, fresh from
big meet at Cramton Bowl. All arANDERSON FORGES AHEAD
their overwhelming victory of the
rangements are complete to run
South Carolina title, will close their
On Saturday, April 5, County Athings off in big style. Major John
gent S. M. Byars, of Anderson, held season Friday and Saturday at the L. Griffith, Commissioner of athlea very successful meeting of hi3 cot- Southern Conference meet in Mont- tics of the Western Conference, will
ton club boys.
Some seventy-five gomery. The full squad will not
youngsters gathered at the Cham- make the trip to the big meet, but be present as honorary referee.
One report
from
Montgomery
ber of Commerce, in spite of very five of the leading lights of the
inclement weather, and enjoyed a
states that in considering the posmeeting full of "pep"
and
en- squad will represent Clemson. Five sible winners, Clemson is being Dnthusiasm.
It was encouraging to men will go to Montgomery, and the
see the parents of the club members Tigers will enter the 220, 440, 880, sidered by the experts as one of the
come along with their sons. There high jump, broad jump, and mile possible dark horses of the meet.
With such a small team entered it
were probably half as many parents
relay race.
present as clubsters.
is not likely that the Tigers will
The men who will go are Wallace
Mr. Byars is featuring the cotton
come first, but they should certainclub this year, his idea being to Roy, Elliot Hall, Charlie Robinson,
teach the junior farmers valuable Lewis Smith, and a fifth man yet to ly place high in the list of scores.
The colleges entered in the big
information about weevil control be selected by Coach Reed.
The
and general productivity.
are from every section o'
1 meet
team
wil
The Bank of Anderson is taking fifth member of the
Dixie, from Maryland to Louisiana.
keen interest in developing the cot- probably be either Mace or Johnson,
ton club work, because of their with Verdery and Shannon also The list includes: Mississippi A. &
M., last year's winner, Louisiana
faith in the youth of the county and having a try at the position.
State University, Sewanee, Vanderbecause they believe the program
Wallace Roy, the newly developed
is full of opportunity for starting
bilt, Georgia Tech, Maryland, Alathe young farmers on the right star who broke the Clemson College bama, Georgia,
Auburn,
Florida,
track in farming under boll weevil and state records in the 440 last
Mississippi,
Tulane,
Kentucky,
Virconditions.
week, will run in that race at MontThere are more than one hundred gomery and should stand an excellent ginia, V. M. I., V. P. L, Washington
cotton club members in Anderson
& Lee, and Tennessee.
County this year.
The boys are chance of winning it. He will also
—W. W. B.
using pure seed. If they should run a quarter on the relay team.
average three-quarters of a bale to
Elliot Hall, high point scorer of
C.A.C.
the acre this would mean around the State meet last week, wll enter
IF
seventy-five bales of excellent seed the high jump and the broad jump.
—we were all like Buck, drill would
distributed throughout the county.
The resulting advantage would be He should place high. Last summer be a pleasure.
at Camp McClellan he won the high —we went by Colonel's instructions
outstanding.
More and more the people are jump there from the other college we would always have ten minrealizing that the future success of athletes in the R. O. T. C. camp,
utes to get to classes.
farming rests with the boys of today, who will till the soil of tomor- and he has been going fine this —we used the steam book for information we would all be wrong.
row better than their elders, because spring.
of better training in youth and betan
exchange
W3
Charlie Robinson, getting better ■—we owned
ter advantages in general. Anderwouldn't have to belong to the R. O.
and
better
as
a
sprinter,
will
run
son is an example. Other counties
are doing the same with
their in the 220 and the relay. Lewis T. C. in order to get rich.
youth.
Smith will run the half mile, his
"In the little acorn is wrapped chief event, and either the 440 or
the forest, in the little brook, the the relay.
Sis—"Brother, will you get my
The fifth man to be
sea." In the little boys of today is
watch
up stairs?"
selected
for
the
trip
will
round
out
wrapped the future of our farming.
Bro.—"Aw, wait a while and it'll
What it will be depends upon the the relay team, and may possibly
vision and foresight instilled in enter some other event also.
run down."
them.
They are a sturdy bunch,
Sis—"Oh, no, it won't my dear.
On account of his sickness all
and Anderson, along with the other
Ours is a winding staircase."
during
this
spring
Jack
Oh
■
.
:dler,
counties, is forging ahead with the
—Punch Bowl
who last year was the best hundredyoungsters.
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What a whale of a difference
just a few cents make!"

all the difference
between just an ordinary cigarette
and—FATIMA, the most skillful
blend in cigarette history.

SIX

CONFERENCE IS HELD
FOR ALL METHODIST
Wiggins
Represents
Clemson's
Church
At
Conference—Many
Rules
Concerning Welfare Of
Church Are Discussed—Unification Is Debated Both Pro and
Con—Many Good Points Obta'/.cd
By Clemson Representative At
Meeting
I had the pleasure of representing
the Methodist students of Clemsoi
at the Methodist Students Convention which convened at Louisville
Ky. April 18-20. At this conveation was gathered
about
seven
hundred students representing some
thing like one hundred and twenty
Coleges of the United States.
The Methodist Students Conference grew out of the Indianopolis
Conference which met during the
Christmas holidays. We discussed
the same questions that they did,
only from a Methodist's view point..
Bishop John Moore of D.iUas,
Texas, and Bishop F. J. McConnell
of Pittsburg Pa. opened the conference with talks on Methodisms.
They reminded us of the fact that
we are now molding ourselves for
the kind of men we will be—that
the Methodism that we live at
school will be the Methodisms that
we will finally live. So witi this
in mind, we must live such lives
now that our pass will be groat
enough for us to carry on the work
which the men who have gon-j on
before us have established against
such great odds.
After these two talks the convention was mostly discussions by the
students on the many impor:xit
topics or I should say questions that
were brought up.
The questions of doing away entirely or either modifying the amusement clause in our Ch L oh
discipline was brought up.
rbis
brought up a hot debate. The reason for wanting to do away with it
was based on the fact that so many
young people stay out of the ch il)
just because they don't want to j in
the church and then break the rule
after joining it. A few were aga'nst
making such drastic moves as this
They claimed that if the news
papers learned of this action that
we were about to make, that headlines to the affect that the Methodist church favors all worldly plauses
could be seen the next morning.
The argument ended when Bishops
Moore and McConnell were called
on for aid. Bishop Moore inform :d
us that the Southern Methodist discipline does not have any such
clause.
Bishop McConnell said
that there is such a clause in the
discipline of the Northern Methodist church, but that the people of
the church usually let their conscience be their guide in such m i
ters. With this enlightment on the
questions, the northern Methodist
students put themselves on record as
favoring the doing away with this
clause in their discipline.
During the conference we brought
up the question
of
Unificati -n.
Those students who live in bordering states, and states where tourist
come and build their own church,
told us of the trouble that they are
having.
In a town in Oklahoma
where both the Southern and Northern Methodist church exist, th-3
Northern Methodists have just completed a ?65,000 church and r/he
Southern Methodist have begun
building a new $150,000 church.
They claim that not only in church
building is this keen rivalry shown,
but that it is predominant in all
lines of church work.
Now we
know that rivalry to a certain de-

THE
gree is a good thing, but when it
is carried so far that it defeats the
purpose which we are working for,
it is time for something to be done.
When the question of whether or
not we were in favor of Unification
was put before the convention, we
voted unanimously that we were in
favor of it.
Another
interesting
discussion
was that on race. The two speakers on that subject were; Mrs Luke
Johnson of Atlanta, Ga., and Miss
Myrtle Forsyth of Columbia College, N. Y.
Both of these talks
were
interesting.
Mrs Johnson
talked on the Negro question. She
told what progress the negro has
made against such great odds, what
the people are doing to help the
conditions of the negro, and how
appreciative the negro is of what is
being done for him. In her f<alk
she made this statement, "Colored
People do not want to be white,
they want the things which beingwhite make possible." Miss Forsyth
told us of the problems that Ih -v
confront in New York with the immigrants and how they meet th >se
problems. After hearing those talks
the convention pledged themselves
to form clubs in their different colleges to help better the race conditions on their campuses. As we do
not have any race problems here
this does not affect us.
Probably the most hotly debatel
question was that of War. It seeded that a group of Pacifists had
gathered there to try with their
clever bit of diplomacy to run the
convention.
A member
of this
group brought up resolutions to
the affect that, we as the representatives of the Methodist students of
America, put our selves on records
as saying that we are opposed to
War, and that we will not support
any future War. Of course a hot
debate ensued. I was surprised to
see that some of the students upheld these resolutions, but I must
say that I think that they were not
fully aware of the absurdity of the
resolutions, for after it had been
debated on for about two hours
the small group of Pacifists had no
supporters.
When the resolutions
was put before the convention it was
voted down.
A system was planned by which
these conventions can be carried on
indefinitely. The time and place
of the next one has not been announced, but if any of you get a
chance to go to the next one be sure
to go, for it is well worth your
time.
■—J. B. Wiggins

namely, the late Prof. Morrison, had never been able to bring up
and the late Dr. Riggs, were in- to its normal rated production.
strumental in having a diploma After three months under Mr. Lynah
the plant was turning out powder
awarded Mr. Lynah.
well worth its rated capacity. At
The name of
Jim
Lynah
is the close of the war when the comfamiliar to the old football men as pany found it necessary to goeatly
he was one of the best ends in the retrench Mr. Lynah decide! to reSouth during his day.
He made sign and go into business for himthe varsity football team at Cornell self. The DuPont Company urged
with ease and his name was often him to remain with them until they
featured in the write-ups of the could find an opening acceptable
Cornell team.
During his senior to him and continued his salary but
year at Cornell he was Captain of relieved him of active duties. He
the football team and continued to was later sent abroad to study the
lead his team in the same clear production of artificial silk. Upon
headed, courageous way that he returning home he found that the
played for Clemson in her early company was not yet ready to use
football days.
him actively in this line of work
After graduating from Cornell and he for the second time resigned
Mr. Lynah took a position with the his position. After a year or two
DuPont Company in
the
Black in business for himself he again
Powder Department.
Soon after felt the call of big business and
he started work with the company accepted a position with the General
an explosion in one of the plants Motors Company in which some of
gave him the first opportunity to the higher DuPont officials are condemonstrate his executive ability. nected.
Some of the ideas which had been
At present Mr. Lynah is Assistant
drilled into him on the football Director of Purchases and Secretary
field were evidently put into play of the General Purchasing Commitin this emergency and he was re- tee of the General Motors Company.
warded by the company and soon
C.A.C.
placed in their Purchasing DepartProf.
Reed—"I
have run the 440
ment in Wilmington, Del.
Later
he was promoted to the superin- in 52 sec. flat."
Jack Ragin—"That musta' have
tendency of the first artificial leathbeen
at night 'fessor."
er plant acquired by the DuPont
Company.
Shortly after the war broke out
"What a whale of a difference a
his company selected him as a good few cents make," said Holtzy as
organizer and able executive to he surveyed the crowd at the free
take charge of a plant which they picture show.

NEWDERRY FRESHMEN
FALL BEFORE CUBS

ft

Cubs Take Indians In Camp To The
Tune of 4 to 2—Milling Has Perfect
Day
At Bat—Alexander
Hurls Good Game—Haley, Pitching For Newberry, Hits Homor
The Clemson Freshman won a
well deserved game frome the Newberry "Rats" Friday,
May 2nr;
Sudduth Alexander, a Greenville
boy, pitched a very creditable game.
In the fourth inning he contributed
one of the three hits that together
with an error, a base on balls, and
a fielder's choice gave the Clemsoi
Fheshman four runs and the game-;.
Alexander struck out a total of six
men and only gave three men bas?s
on balls.
"Shine" Milling took the batting
laurels by securing two singles, on?
two-bagger, and a base on a fielder's
choice out of four trips to the plate
Haley, pitching for Newberry drove
out two singles and a home run in
four tries. Haley also struck out
seven batters and only "walked"
four men.
Score by innings.
Clemson
Newberry

R
000 400 OOx—4
101 000 000—2
E. W.
C.A.C.

H R
5 5
5 1
C.

4
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HENRY CAVENDISH
1731-1810

English chemist and physicist,
of whom Biot said, "He was
the richest of the learned and
the most learned of the rich.
His last great achievement was
his famous experiment to determine the density of the earth.

%

He first made
water from gases
Henry Cavendish, an eccentric millionaire
recluse, who devoted his life to research,
was the discoverer of the H and the O in
H20. In fact he first told the Royal Society
of the existence of hydrogen.

U.A.U.

CLASS OF 1902 MAY
HOLD SPECIAL REUNION
Mr. S. Mortimer Ward, Jr., '02
of New York City writes that a
number of his classmates expressed
a desire at their last reunion to
hold another meeting of the class
at the college within a comparatively few years rather than wait until
the regularly allotted time.
An
invitation has been extended to the
class to come back to their Alma
Mater in June 1924 and see their
old classmates, Jim Lynah, receive
his diploma. Those of us here at
the college extend to these old men
a hearty welcome because it is
good to see them back and to know
that their love and interest for their
Alma Mater is as deep as ever.
Mr. James
Lynah,
familiarly
known as "Jim" Lynah, will come
back to Clemson in June after a
period of twenty-two years and
will receive his diplima. Mr. Lynah
was a member of the class of 1902
and remained at Clemson until about the middle of his senior year
when he went to Cornell University,
from which institution he later
graduated with the degrees of M. E.
and E. E. Two faculty members,

MAY 7, 1924.

TIGER

He found what water was by making it
himself, and so became one of the first of
the synthetic chemists.

In this age of electricity
the General Electric
Company has blazed
the trail of electrical progress. You will find its
monogram on the giant
generators used by
lighting companies;
and even on the lamps
and little motors that
mean so much in the
home. It is a symbol
of useful service.

Cavendish concluded that the atmosphere
contained elements then unknown. His
conclusion has been verified by the discovery of argon and other gases.
The Research Laboratories of the General
Electric Company have found a use for
argon in developing lamps hundreds of
times brighter than the guttering candles
which lighted Cavendish's laboratory.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

r
r

THE

MAY 7, 1924.

TIGER

SEVEN

ating has been with the General
Electric Company at Schenectady,
is now with Stone and Weber,
Boston, Mass.

WISE

m>

OTHERWISE

BY PAUL, "SPARKY,"

0
>

AND

FRED

No, Captain Wood, we're not
Being "Sweetie" Clark can't bum
going to talk about you this time.
People are tired of reading about a cigarette he will sing that famous
song "A sock on the foot is better
you.
than one in the eye."
"Pat" Harmon (at Junior-Senior)
Fair one—Three hair nets please.
Oh, you dance wonderfully.
Clerk—What strength?
Pair One.—You're a very good
Pair one—I'm going to a dance
wrestler yourself.
at Clemson.
"Rat" Mitchell.—Did your alarm
Sweet young thing—Oh, new suit?
clock go off at Revielle?
Cadet—Nope, new Ole' lady.
Soph. Nance—"Yere."
"Rat" Mitchell—Where did it go
Dear Core,
too?
I wanted to write a poem and
while I did I wanted to put my mind
AIN'T-IT-GREAT-WHEN
into it, but I was skeered if I put
You hear your name
my mind into it that it would be
on the demerit list.
blank verse.
Anyway, Pop says
The Prof, gives an
I'm very versatile.
I told him I
unexpected quiz.
flunked on math last year but he
You think you haven't
said thats nothing. I and men and
any extras and you see
Pop are great friends. He's a bank
the number 5 by your
director, he stands at the door and
name.
tells the people where to go.
I
Your girl says at the
told Pop that the Junior-Senior
last minute that she
was great 'cause there were three
can't come up for the
kinds
oi decorations; Firstly the
dance.
paper decorations, then the eats,
"Dis
appointed"
then the 'beet decorations of all
On a balmy April night I met her,
you know that some had on red,
And most truly t'was a pleasure.
white, and blue dresses and the
Her hair was blonde and curly;
Kadets just rallied 'round the flag.
Blue eyes; and teeth so pearly.
It was indeed a pleasure to have
To me she seemed divine—
so many skirts on our campus.
My mistake—I found in time.
Wasn't it Kadets? The little birds
would chirp their sweetest melodies
A letter my love to bear, I wrote.
while fliting from bush to bush,
For days in deep suspense I hoped.
and back to the bushes again. Now
Her reply, after seven days, came.
we have got to begin to get ready
T'was then I found my love in vain.
to commence at commencement and
"Dear" was her adoring beginning; it won't be long 'fore the abundance
"Sincerely" her remarkable ending. of wit and wisdom, better known
The rest of the letter I'll not men as the Senior class, shall depart
ifrom our mist. Oh, yes I forgot
tion
For I'm sure it deserves not atten- all about that three minute quiz
for Dr. Burr tomorrow so I'll hang
tion.
my clothes on this line.
—E. W. C.
Yours 'till "Horse" Mullins and
Myself win a beauty prize
"Whatinthedevilisthis"
F. B. L.
We have an officer in our company
C.A.C.
Who you would think a major,
But he is only a first "lovie."
And a proud one, I'll wager.
We're using these space
He is also a tajble commandant,
In a pinch.
At the head of which he sits—
Only because we need
When he begins to rave,
Another inch.
You'd better shoot the grits.
C.A.C. W. D. McGowan '23 is taking a
When you gaze at this noble lad,
course in law at the University of
You'll think he knows his stuff,
South Carolina.
He isn't quite so bad,
But he runs a mighty bluff.
T. L. Ayers '18 is teaching Vocational Agriculture in the Dillon
Who can this noible lad be?
city schools.
He rooms with
his
roommate,
"Speedy."
K. B. Hodges, '17 is farming near
Take a guess and see.
Brownsville, S. C.
Its nobody but "Bull D."

ALUMNI NOTES
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W. P. Tyler '22 is with the
"Prankie"
Strother wants to General Electric Company.
He Is
know did Eve start the leaflax stationed at Indianapolis, Ind.
system.
W. M. Clatworthy '22 is teaching
Waiter. (On Glee Club trip) — in the high school at Spartanburg.
Water or milk?
"Rat" Jake—Don't tell me, let me
F. M. Zeigler '23 is doing work
guess.
for an electrical firm in Silver Bay,
N. Y. He also coaches high school
E. H. McCormac—How much is athletics there.
Stacomb a jar.
Clerk—40 cents.
L. H. Eleazer '22 is teaching
McCormac—Well give me a jar school at Belton, S. C.
and how much will that be.
He kissed her hand—How aim
R. L. Coleman '22 is farming
less!
near Hopkins, S. C.
While the O. D. walked the "Bull
J. M. Kempson '21 is engaged in
ring"
electrical work in Texas.
Colonel was feeling blue,
Taps was blown at Reveille
J. P. Voight, '20, who since graduAnd all to Dinner flew.

R. R. Shedd, is now
located
at Chattanooga, Tennessee. He is
still with the Westinghouse Electric
& Manufacturing Company, being
now in charge of Industrial Sales
for middle Tennessee.
Messrs. John Boesch, U. X. Cullum, R. R. Shedd, Hugh Barksdale
and J. B. Berry are a few of the
Clemson men who are doing responsible electrical engineering in
Tennessee.
W. E. Blake, '14, is in charge of
one of the more important departments of the General Electric Company's plant at Lynee, Mass.
C.A.C.
—
House Mother: "What time did he
leave last night?"
Girl: "Ten o'clock."
House Mother: "Don't lie t ome, I
heard him say as he left, "just one."
—Exchange.

THE COMMUNITY STORE
CDEMSON COLLEGE, 8. O..
BY TB38 OOMMTTSITTt
FOR THE COMMUNITY!
ONE mna>FTO> PERCENT
FOR THE TIGERS AMD
TIGERTOWNt
CADETS ALWAYS WELCOME.
CHECKS CASHED.
STILL LINE OF
CANDIES,
FRUITS,
TOBACCOS,
SHOES,
SWEATER*,
UNDERWEAR.
Drop 1B to see as. We
Your trn«e.

GLEANI

BATTING
G AB
Murr
Buie
Harmon
Woodside —
Melton
Keel ......
Zeigler
Cox
Garrison ....
Strickland ..
Dorsett
Felder .
MsGill
Salley _
Carter
...
Wilbanks ....
Smith
Stewart
Team... „

11

AVERAGES

R ,H

15

43

20
22
11
33
22
30
6
3
5
2

0
4
1
3
5
0
5
3
1
2
2
1
6
1
0
1
0

1
11
1
11
5
4
8
4
4
2
5
3
4
0
0
0
0

... 11 372

39

78

1
11
.. 2
11
6
5
11
... 6
8
.. 3
11
.. 7
... 9
... 3
... 2
._ 3
... 2

3
40
4
47

23
19
3~9

TB

2b

18
1
17
1.
17
6
5
10
7
4
3
7
4
4
0
0
0
0

1
0
2
0
2
1
1
0
0
0
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
0

104

3b
1
0
2
0
2
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

HR

SH

SB

P.O.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1
1

.349
.333
.275
.250
.234
.217
.211
.205
.200
.182
.182
.152
.136
.133
.000
.000
.000
.000

1
0
0
2
0

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
0
0
0
0
3
0

'o

11

0

1
0

1

1

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
2
2
0
0
0

5

13

.210

You say you buy
tobacco on its taste—
Velvet tastes right because it's made from the
best Kentucky Burley tobacco that money can
buy—and because every bit of it is slowly and
thoroughly aged in wood.
That's why you'll find aged in wood Velvet
so mild and fine flavored. Remember—aged
in wood.

ESSING

Brim* Y*ar Werk t» Ttoe

Old Reliable
SATISFACTION GUARANTEES

CLIFT CRAWFORD'S
PRESSING CLUB
CLINT TAYLOR'S
LUNCH STAND
Hot Dogs — Bogs Hot
Cigar*,
Cigarette*,
Soft Drinks,
Milk*,
S&ndwidae*,
Candy,

"WILLIAM C. ROWLAND, INC.
1024 Race St., Phila., Pa.
Uniforms and Equipment for
Military Schools and Colleges
Send for Catalog, Samples and Prices
WE UNIFORM AND EQUIP CLEMSON."

—MM* Amjtliln* Too Want.

COME ONCE, AND

YOU'LL COME AGAIN
BE A NEWSPAPER CORRESPONDENT with the Heacock Plan and
earn a good income while learning;
we show you how; begin actual
work at once; all or spare time;
experience unnecessary; no canvasfling; send for particular*.
Newuwriters Training Bureau,
Buffalo, N. Y.

TO THE PEOPLE OP
CLEMSON COLLEGE
Let's make the slogan: "More gardens and better ones." Thorough
preparation and proper cultivation
will bring results. I will give you
both.
Engagements can be made with
me personally, or by bulletin at
Clinkscales & Crowthers.
Yours for Gardening,
C. B. HENRY.

THE FAMOUS COMMONWEALTH CAPS
LATEST THING IN SPRING HEADWEAR
HAVE YOU SEEN
THE NEW ENDICOTT-JOHNSON SLIPPERS?
COME DOWN AND SEE THE LATEST STYLES
A NEW ARROW SHIRT AND
A NEW ARROW COLLAR JUST ARRIVED
A NEW STYLE TIE IS COMING

SLOAN BROS.
h>mmm^.
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TIGER

MAY 7, 192*.
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Distance, 38 feet 4 inches.
Two hundred and twenty yard
run:
Robinson,
Clemson,
first;
Smith, Clemson, second; Hammett,
Furman, third, and Yeldell, Furman,
fourth. Time, 2 2 4-5 seconds.
Running high jump: Hall, ClemANOTHER
STATE
PENNANT | watches disagree, the time" of the
TIGER TRACK SQUAD OVERson,
first; Gaston and Wilson, both
was lifted to the top of the Tiger- slowest is taken as the official in
COMES OTHER STATE TEAMS of Carolina, Bennett, Wofford, anil
town flag-staff when the swift run- order to avoid any doubt a record
Berry, Citadel, split the remaining
ners of Coach Reed's track team being too fast.
If the time was
(Continued from Page One).
points. Height, 5 feet 6 inches.
walked away with the state meet in clocked by only one timer, it might
new state record and incidentally a
Two hundred and twenty yard
Columbia on Saturday. Accustomed be different, for his watch might
new Clemson College record,for the low hurdles: Mace, Clemson, first;
to taking first place in this me;t go wrong accidently. But when a
440-yard run. He stepped off tha Shannon, Clemson, second; Cuttino,
with little effort, but expecting and race is timed by good officials in
quarter in 51 1-5 seconds, this time Furman, third, and Sizemore, Caropreparing for sterner opposition this the careful manner described above,
• * *
being 2 4-5 seconds faster than the lina, fourth. Time, 28 seconds flat.
year, the Tigers went to the capita! it is foolish to question their results
city ready to fight hard for the vic- just because the race did not appear
THE RATS play a three-game previous state meet record. It beats Only four entries in event.
Four hundred and forty yard
tory which they were determined that fast.
series at home this week and then by a 2-5 of a second margins the
» * *
to win. But again the oppositi ■ I
drop the final curtain Saturday at old Clemson record set by Epps in run: Roy, Clemson, first; Royal,
Citadel, second; Hammett, Furman,
was not worthy of the Jungaleers'
HUMAN OBSERVATION is al- Due West. Their remaining sche- 1911.
Elliot Hall became the highest third, and Smith, Clemson fourth.
steel, and they scored more pointr ways more or less faculty. Very dule is as follows:
than all other teams together, tak- rarely will two eye-witnesses to a
May 7. North Georgia Aggies on scoring individual in the meet as he Time, 51 1-5 seconds (new state
continued on his winning way in record).
ing first in every event with a happening see it in exactly the same
Riggs Field.
Discus: Ezell,
Furman,
first;
single exception, the discus throw, way. Wallace Roy set his record.
May 8. North Georgia Aggies on the jumps and also placed in the
javelin throw. His total was thir- Brock, Carolina, second; Brice, Carwhich was won by Ezell of Furman. The officials, who were in the posiRiggs Field.
Charlie Robinson olina third; and Finklea, Clemson
May 9. Georgia Tech Freshmen teen counters.
tion to know, say that he did. Conwho keeps on adding track laurels fourth. Distance, 121 feet.
on Riggs Field.
THIS MAKES the second South sequently there could be no possible
Half mile: Wood, Clemson, first;
May 10. ...Erskine Freshmen at to his myriad football honors, and
Carolina title in a major sport reason for such an ill-considered
"Cap" Mace, the
Tiger hurdler, Johnson, Clemson, second; DeLorme
Due West.
statement,
which
might
tend
to
dewhich Clemson has brought home
• » *
came next in the scoring with ten Carolina, third; Holmes, Citadel,
this collegiate year. Last fall when tract from the rightfully earned
ALL SPORTS close their ' seasons counters each. Charlie took first in fourth. Time, 2 minutes 5 seconds.
Coach "Bud"
Saunder's gallant glory of the Tiger quarter-miler.
the twoJavelin: Wertz, Clemson, first;
eleven set out by means of the crap- The record is his, and no thinking this week, with the single exception both the hundred and
Coleman
shooter's . shift and other brilliant person could attach the slightest of the basehall game to be played in twenty dashes, wihile "Cap" won Hall, Clemson, second;
football to bring the gridiron cham- weight to the allegation in question. Anderson on Monday. The Varsitv both the low and the high hurdle Furman, third, and Brice, Carolina,
* * »
fourth. Distance, 157 feet 5 inches.
ball tossers take their final trin races.
pionship to the Jungle lair, they
In spite of the easy manner which
Two Miles:
E. Sease, Clemson,
CRAMTON BOWL in Montgomery as described above, returning to
all said over the state that it
couldn't be done. But the Tigers is the goal of the track team this this neck of the woods for their Clemson walked off with the victory first; Hart, Clemson, second; Roya',
A pick crew of five men final contest Monday. The rats the meet was interesting through- Citadel, third, and Rowe, Carolina
won the smaller games with ease, week.
Time, 10 minutes 51 2-5
and defeated the major opponents. (Wallace Roy, Elliot Hall, Lewis wind up on Saturday. The track out, and the fight for second place fourth.
Carolina and Furman, very decisive Smith, Charlie Robinson, and an- team finishes up in Montgomery at was keen. The discus throw was seconds.
Running
broad
jump:
Hall,
ly, although the scores were close. other to be chosen) will bear the the Southern Conference meet. And the only event of the meet which
And now the speedy tracksters have Purple and Gold standard of Clem- the tennis team closes its season Clemson did not win, first place Clemson, first; Berry, Citadel, sectacked another gowfallon to the son to the big championships at with the Southern Collegiate tourn- going to Ezell of Furman. Brock ond; Bennett, Wofford, third; and
mast, and Clemson is supreme for which practically all the schools .if ament in Atlanta this week. Thus and Brice, of Carolina, were second Cuttino, Furman, fourth. Distance
and third, while Gary Finklea, the 21 feet 3 inches.
this year in two of the four nv-j r the Southern Conference will have endeth the spring season.
*
*
*
Tiger
representative, took fourth.
Mile relay: Clemson, first; Fursports, including football, the big- their best men.
*
*
*
"Fink"
made up for this loss how- man, second, and Carolina, third.
CAPTAIN
BILL
MURR
is
still
gest of all.
* * *
ELLIOT HALL, who was the high eading the Clemson batters. If he ever by taking first in the shot put. Time, 3 minutes 33 4-5 seconds.
WALLACE ROY has been the scorer of the state meet, stands in continues at the present rate he is ahead of Ezell who won the discus. Only three teams entered.
Preliminary heats were necessary
Individual Scores
find of the season in the track line. an excellent way to win the hi?;h- likely to be on top of the list at
in
the
hundred
and
two-twenty
the
close.
Following
is
a
list
of
Individual
scores for the meet folThe Columbia lad turned out for jump at the big doings in the Aladashes. Robinson and Roy, both of low: Hall, Clemson, 13; Robinson,
this sport this spring for the first bama capital. Steadily his jumping the six leading hitters, who have
time since his high school days has improved until he is one of the played in at least a third of the Clemson won the two heats of the Clemson, ten; Mace, Clemson, ten;
hundred, and they placed first and Roy, Clemson, nine; Ezell, Furman,
when he was a star in the shop put best in this section. This column games:
second,
respectively in the
final. eight; Berry, Citadel, six and a half;
Murr
349
at the state high
school
meet. predicts that he will be at the top
Robinson
and
Lewis
Smith
were Hammett, Furman, six;
Finklea,
Harmon
275
Developing practically overnight in- or very close to it in Cramton Bowl.
the
Tigers
getting
to
the
final
of
the
Clemson,
six;
R.
Sease,
Clemson,
Melton
234
to a star of the first water, he is He also should be well in the broad
two-twenty and they also got first five; Cuttino, Furman, five; Cartee,
Keel
217
now one of the bright lights of th'- jump.
and second.
*
•
*
Clemson, five; Royal, Citadel, five;
Zeigler
211
team, and is rapidly getting to be
Much
time
was
consumed
in
deWood,
Clemson, five;
E.
Sease,
Cox
205
THE
ROTOGRAVURE
picture
one of the mainstays.
Complete batting figures, for all ciding the pole vault. A number of Clemson, five; Wertz, Clemson, five;
* * «
section of Sunday's "Atlanta Journplayers who have played in any ibars were broken, and the event was Gaston, Carolina, four and a half;
A STATE RECORD and a Clem- al" carries at the top of the first
games at all, are printed elsewhere delayed until more sticks could be Rowe, Carolina,
four;
Shannon,
page
an
exceptionally
clear
action
son College record simultaneously
secured.
Cartee of Clemson won Clemson, four;
in
this
issue.
The
team
is
batting
Smith,
Clemson,
photograph
of
the
finish
of
the
fell before his onslaught at the Palthe event.
four; Bennett, Wofford, three and a
metto State meet. Running the 44? second heat of the hundred yard .210 up to date.
The Columbia papers praised R. half; Hart, Clemson, three; John—W. W. B.
the event which has become bis dash at the Tech Relay Carnival.
Sease
for the manner in which he son, Clemson, three; Brice, Carolina,
C.A.C.
—
best bet and at which he has far Berryman of Centre, who won the
stepped
away from the field in the Brock, Carolina, three; Hughes,
COACH
STEGEMAN
OF
surpassed all the other candidates event in the final, is seen leaping
GEORGIA SPEAKS mile run. He went to the front im- Presbyterian, three; Bailes of Cleminto
the
tape,
while
hardly
a
shade
at Clemson, he ran the distance in
mediately after the start and stuck son, Barksdale of Citadel, DeLorme
51 1-5 seconds, setting a new state behind him is Charlie Robinson,
to his place.
"King" Sease also of Carolina and Coleman of Furman
I
have
attended
but
one
Students'
mark 2 4-5 seconds faster than the Clemson sprinter, Who is also into
Conference at Blue Ridge, but I still kept up the honor of the family by made two points each. Wilson of
his
last
leap.
old. This record also breaks by a
consider those ten days as ten of winning the two-mile.
* * •
Carolina scored one and a half. The
2-5 of a second margin the old
Clemson's tracksters will close following men registered one markMINNICK, Furman pitcher who the most valuable I have ever spent
Clemson record of 51 3-5 made by
comibination
of
beautiful their season this week at the South- er: Clinton, Presbyterian; Wallace,
was such a sensation on the Fre'sh- The
Epps in 1911.
* « *
men nine last year, got rough treat- scenery and inspiring friends is ern Conference meet to be held at Citadel; Yeldell, Furman; Osborne,
Crampton Bowl in Montgomery on Carolina; Sizemore, Carolina, and
"THE STATE", of Columbia, car- ment at the hands of the Tiger hitter one that can be found in very few
Friday and Saturday.
places
in
this
world.
The
scenery
Holmes, Citadel.
on
last
Saturday.
Jumping
on
him
ries the following paragraph in its
Details of the state meet follow:
—W. W. B.
write-up of the track meet: "Con the first inning for three hits, Clem- is as fine as I have seem this side of
Results of Events
C.A.C.
siderable argument was had over son quickly maltreated his delivery the Rockies and the people repreFollowing are results of the 15 WHAT THE PRESIDENT
the time of the 440 yard dash. to such an extent that Billy Laval senting their institutions seem to
events:
be
the
pick
of
each
college.
Being
Some seemed to think that the beckoned him back to the bench
OF ALABAMA SAYS
One hundred yard dash: Robinstate record had not been broken after he had pitched to only four in charge of the athletic activi
son,
Clemson,
first;
Roy,
Clemson,
"The Blue Ridge Conference is
and that the timekeeper's watches Tigers, three of whom had hit of the Conference I was thrown into
second; Hammett, Furman, third,
one of outstanding and far reaching
were wrong. To the eye the dash safely. Drummond took his place, quite intimate contact with nearly
and Clinton, Presbyterian, fourth.
value to the religious life of o cr
around the track did not seem to and his success was much better, every student there. The spirit £
Time, 10 2-5 seconds.
rivalry
in
all
the
athletic
events
and
for
the
Jungaleers
could
not
scorcolleges and through them to the
be any too fast, but the watcher
Pole vault: Cartee, Clemson, first,
leagues and tournaments wa.3 as
South and to the nation. The value
were supposed to be of the standard off him
» * *
keen as I have seen anywhere
I Hughes, Presbyterian, second, Barks- of the conference to the individ • 1
kind, and as a result of their tickTWO long three-base clouts went the athletic traditions of every col- daile, Citadel, third, and Osborne, who attends is of the utmost iming the time of the quarter mile
Carolina, fourth.
Height, 11 feet
will go down as a record for Roy of out from the Tiger bats in this lege in the South were reflected
portance. I wish we might send
4
inches.
very
clearly
in
the
actions
of
the
game. George Cox landed on the
Clemson."
a hundred representatives from the
Mile: R. Sease, Clemson, first;
* » •
first in the opening inning, driving contestants.
University of Alahama."—George H.
Bailes,
The athletic activities however, Rowe, Carolina, second;
SUCH a statement is utterly ab- in two runs. Pat Harmon did the
Denny, President.
Clemson,
third,
and
Wallace,
Citaare
only
incidental
to
the
main
prosurb. To say that there was ar- same stunt in the final frame, but
del, fourth. Time, 4 minutes 46 4-5
She (at dinner table)—"How do
gument over a record simply because unfortunately he was left on third gram; they are purely recreational
seconds.
I
am
certain
that
a
student
can
reyou like my new dress?"
the race did not seem as fast to the without scoring.
One hundred, and twenty yard
* • •
ceive more stimulus from the classes,
He—"I haven't had time to look
eye as the time registered by the
high hurdles: Mace, Clemson, first; under the table yet."
lectures
and
programs
at
Blue
ERSKINE
was
the
victim
of
the
official timers is rediculous. The
Gaston, Carolina, second; Cuttino,
—Yale Record
timers at such a meet are always Tiger nine on Monday afternoon, Ridge in ten days than from manv
Furman, third, and Shannon, Clema
month
of
academic
work
under
in
one
of
the
best
games
of
this
competent,
experienced
officials,
"Don't be afraid of him. He is
Pat Harmon proved his less inspiring conditions. If a stu- son, fourth. Time 17 2-5 seconds.
equipped with watches of standard season.
Shot put: Finklea, Clemson, first, as gentle as a woman."
make, known to be trustworthy. ability to pitch, by going the com- dent who has graduated seeks an
Ezell, Furman, second; Berry, Cita"Er—thanks.
I guess I won't
There are several timers, each with plete nine-inning route, allowing inspiration for his life's work, or if
a different watch;
and if
the only two hits, and fanning eight an undergraduate seeks stimulus for del, third, and Roy, Olemson, fourth, ride this morning."—Yale Record.
jLZ'-'-^^aiS&r*

THE BALDHEAD ROW

Seceders.
Bill Murr, captain and
leading hitter of the team, got one
of the longest hits of the year, wher
he handed one high on the rightfield bank for three bases.
* * »
THIS CLOSED the home season
of the varsity. They wind up the
year with a trip as follows:
MAY 7. Erskine at Due West.
May 8. ...P. C. at Laurens.
May 9. Newberry at Newberry.
May 10.
South
Carolina
at
Columbia.
May 12. Citadel at Anderson.

further study, I recommend a trip to
Blue Ridge at the time of the Students' Conference. I have never
been more enthusiastic about any
spot in my life.
C.A.C.
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